
An off-road biker gets to grips with the old-school stylings of Harley-
Davidson’s Softail Slim and Sportster Seventy-Two. By Chris Davies.

BORN TO RIDE
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deliberate. Peter Fonda turns 

his head towards the open 

road and the bikes blast off 

into the sunrise.

It’s an iconic moment in  

an iconic film, and when  

Easy Rider hit the screens  

in 1969, its late-sixties 

counterculture themes of 

rebels and revolution made  

it an instant success. It was 

no accident that the two 

protagonists, who made such 

an impression on the cinema- 

going world, were riding 

Harley-Davidsons. 

complete surprise. I may be 

out of the loop on these 

things, but it seems fair to 

say that, certainly among 

South African bikers, the 

general impression of Harley- 

Davidson is based on the 

company’s bulked-up touring 

range: distinctive batwing 

front fairing preceding  

400 kilograms of chrome  

and bright plastic. 

That’s the style. You either 

like it or you don’t. And the 

thing about that impression 

is, well, it’s just all wrong. Dig 

an opinion one way or the 

other: from the steady, com- 

fortable ride of the recent 

retiree to the intimidating 

prop of choice of the gung- 

ho biker gang. Practically 

none will have ever ridden 

one. Most won’t even have  

a motorbike licence.

I’ve met and ridden with 

some really long-time bikers 

– those who always have a 

couple of bikes in bits in their 

garage, you know, the guys 

who’ve been riding since they 

were three – but I’ve never 

after-market customisation 

available is staggering. The 

lifestyle Harley offers isn’t 

only one of freedom and 

adventure, it’s also very much 

one of individuality, mixing its 

tradition with its customers’ 

personalities and eccentrici-

ties. In the United States, 

where Harley commands 50 

per cent market share, the 

company confidently asserts 

that no two of its bikes are 

exactly the same. Even before 

you roll off the showroom 

floor, there’s the Fit Shop, a 

On a dusty back road in 

   southern California,  

  two long-haired 

bikers pull up to a crumbling 

homestead. A bluesy guitar 

riff stops, abruptly, and two 

V-Twin engines stutter a 

distinctive beat in the early- 

morning light. The lead rider, 

all stars, stripes and black 

leathers, takes a long, hard 

look at his watch. It’s gold- 

plated and shiny, expensive 

looking. With a flick of his 

wrist it’s in the dirt. This  

was no casual act, but 

had a conversation with them 

about Harleys in particular. 

We chat about the merits of 

this bike or that, the famed 

reliability of the Japanese 

brands and so on, but Harleys 

barely get a mention. 

So when I learnt recently 

that Harleys were winning 

track races as far back as the 

1930s and that, just a year 

before Easy Rider, it produced 

the fastest racing bike of the 

day (the KR was the first bike 

to hit 100 miles an hour on 

the track), it came as a 

Rebellion, freedom, open 

roads and adventure – Harley-

Davidson has left an in- 

delible mark on riders and 

non-riders alike. There is 

probably no other motoring 

or travel brand – perhaps no 

other brand at all – that so 

many non-participants feel 

they understand and know  

so well and, I’d argue, no 

other that means so many 

things to so many different 

people. Just about everyone 

has heard of Harley-Davidson 

and almost all of them have 

a little deeper and you find 

Harley-Davidson produces far 

more models than you ever 

imagined. The more you look, 

the more variety you see.

Browsing through the 2012 

catalogue I had another 

surprise: 27 motorcycles are 

listed, across five distinct 

product lines, excluding the 

individually assembled 

Custom Vehicle Operations 

bikes, which are sold on a 

first come, first served basis. 

Even if you go for an off-the-

shelf version, the amount of 

 MOTORBIKES HAVE  
NEVER BEEN ABOUT  
SHOPPING RUNS.  
HARLEYS, ESPECIALLY NOT

PICTURED HERE: The twists of Clarence Drive along the east coast of False Bay 
are perfect for these nimble machines. TOP (FROM LEFT): The classic lines of a 
bobber; the peanut-shaped fuel tank of the Sportster Seventy-Two; half-moon 
footboards.  RIGHT: The Sportster Seventy-Two, straight out of Easy Rider.
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VISIT A 
DEALERSHIP
Currently, there are 
Harley-Davidson dealer-
ships in Tygervalley and 
Cape Town in the Western 
Cape and Durban as well 
as Gauteng outlets in 
Sandton, Roodepoort 
(Clearwater), Boksburg 
(Goldrand) and Pretoria.  
A Nelspruit dealership is 
scheduled to open in 
August and there are plans 
for dealerships in Bloem-
fontein, Pretoria North and 
Port Elizabeth. 

Free test rides are avail- 
able from all dealers in 
South Africa, but currently 
only Tygervalley has rental 
bikes. Authorised tours 
can be arranged in a 
number of countries, 
including South Africa.  
For more information, visit 
www.harley-davidson.com. 
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when you consider what  

that gets you in the new-car 

market. Sure a 1,3-litre hatch 

may have, well, a hatch, and 

yes it’s going to be more prac-

tical for your monthly shop, 

but motorbikes have never 

been about shopping runs. 

Harleys, especially not.

A Harley-Davidson’s 

luggage space is for touring 

only and it certainly has some 

big bikes that will do the job 

very well. My preference is 

something a little more 

nimble, something with a  

bit more old-school attitude 

and flair. When I recently had 

the opportunity to take two  

of Harley’s 2012 machines  

out for a ride, I found exactly 

what I was looking for in  

the retro-styled Sportster 

tangible connection to the 

landscape. Now, you’d be 

hard pushed to get these 

Harleys up Sani Pass, but 

that’s not what these bikes 

are about. They’re meant to 

be street bikes and it’s hard  

to beat the sense of adventure 

and freedom they convey.

Between the Seventy- 

Two and the Softail I found  

it hard to pick a favourite.  

On the surface the bikes  

seem a world apart with  

very different riding posi-

tions, dissimilar features, 

engine sizes and overall  

style. The two decades 

separating the movements 

that inspired them involved 

massive cultural upheaval 

and marked changes in taste, 

and it shows.  

definitely not about worrying 

whether you get back home 

that half an hour earlier.  

It’s on day trips, riding solo 

along winding back roads 

– that’s where these retro-

inspired beauties really come 

into their own.

And other people on the 

road can feel it as well. On 

most rides, you’ll end up 

sharing a nod and a wave 

with other bikers, especially 

those on similar machines to 

your own. The superbikers 

dip their heads warily to one 

another, and off-roaders raise 

a hand in greeting as they 

pass. What surprised me was 

the number of non-bikers 

who seem taken by the 

Harley-Davidson spirit. Huge, 

articulated trucks flashed their 

four-stage check to make 

sure your new bike is set up 

exactly how you want it: seat, 

bars, pegs and suspension all 

positioned perfectly to your 

liking. But that’s just the 

beginning. Harley has more 

than 10 000 official parts and 

accessories to choose from, 

including handlebars, grips, 

lights, and the list goes on. 

Your credit limit is the only 

thing stopping you from 

riding out on the Batmobile.

Now I mention credit limit, 

but focusing on cost is a little 

unfair. True, you could spend 

many hundreds of thousands 

on your dream custom, but 

– and this was certainly my 

biggest surprise – an entry-

level Harley comes in at just  

a touch over R80 000. Not bad 

lights and touched horns in 

greeting. Bakkie drivers gave 

enthusiastic thumbs-up at 

traffic lights and more than 

once we were waved through 

with smiles at small-town 

four-way stops.

I’ve only ever owned 

off-road or dual-sport bikes 

and a good part of my love for 

motorbiking is the knowledge 

I can ride just about every- 

where, from high, mountain-

ous single-tracks to long, 

loose West Coast gravel 

roads. Most bikers will tell 

you there’s something special 

about being out there, beyond 

the frame of the car window, 

the road whipping by below 

your feet and the smells and 

sudden changes in air temp- 

erature providing a far more 

Seventy-Two and the mean, 

matte-black Softail Slim.

With no windshields  

(you can fit them out of that 

10 000-strong parts book, but 

the standard models come 

without), neither bike gives 

much protection for hour 

after hour of touring. Neither 

are they designed with two- 

up riding in mind. Again, you 

can fit a pillion seat, but you 

won’t be riding these away 

from the dealership with your 

partner’s arms wrapped 

around your waist. 

With speedometers marked 

to more than 220 kilometres 

an hour, neither bike could be 

called slow, but speed also 

isn’t the key factor; it’s very 

much more about going your 

own way, taking it easy and 

If forced to choose, 

although it would be only by 

the narrowest of margins, I’d 

have to go for the Seventy-

Two. Something about its 

Easy Rider lines speaks to  

me. Sure, I’d probably add a 

backrest and deeper seat and 

I might go for a darker paint 

job and tone down some of 

the chrome, but that kind of 

customisation is what it’s all 

about – that and the sheer joy 

of cruising a classic motor-

cycle along South Africa’s 

scenic roads. And the nice 

thing is that Harley-Davidson 

has a firmly established test- 

ride programme at all of its 

major outlets. You don’t have 

to take my word for it. Leave 

your watches at home and go 

give one a try.

FRONT END  The cut-down 
front fender, fat front tyre 
and wide ‘Hollywood’ 
handlebars add to the 
1940s street-bobber look.

ENGINE  The air-cooled 1 690 cc 
V-Twin engine has two cylinders, 
joined in a V at 45 degrees, a 
style Harley has remained loyal 
to since 1909.

REAR FENDER  It takes its 
inspiration from the late 1940s, 
when returning soldiers picked 
up surplus army-issue Harleys 
and stripped them down. Each 
added a unique touch, but a 
standard modification involved 
chopping off most of the rear 
fender, a practice that became 
known as bobbing, and the 
custom bobber was born.

IGNITION  A wireless immobiliser allows 
the bike to start without inserting a key 
– as long as it’s in your pocket, you can 
hop on and go whenever you like.

CONSOLE   Modern and slick, with  
a fuel gauge and odometer. If you 
forget which gear you’ve stamped 
your way up to, a little ‘6’ lights up 
unobtrusively when you hit the top.
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ENGINE  The air-cooled 
1 202 cc engine provides no 
shortage of that instantly 
recognisable Harley sound 
and keeps up just fine with 
the bigger Softail. IGNITION  A key is required, 

but the bike’s alarm will 
trigger if it comes off the 
stand without the wireless 
immobiliser in your pocket.

REAR FENDER  Classic 
white-wall tyres give 
the bike a retro  
1970s look.

FUEL TANK  With 7,9 
litres capacity, the 
classic peanut-shaped 
fuel tank gives the bike 
a range of around 130 
kilometres.

Softtail Slim
Length: 2 350 mm   Seat height: 650 mm   Fuel capacity: 18,9 litres   Dry weight: 305 kg
Torque: 132 Nm at 3 250 rpm   Price: R212 500

Sportster Seventy-Two 
Length: 2 275 mm   Seat height: 710 mm   Fuel capacity: 7,9 litres   Dry weight: 247 kg 
Torque: 96 Nm at 3 500 rpm.   Price: R122 000

HANDLEBARS  Mini-ape 
bars are probably the 
most distinctive aspect of 
any chopper and far more 
comfortable than they 
look, providing you set 
them up just right for 
your arm length.


